Introduction
Data sets of many modern applications are too large to t into main memory, and must reside on disk. It has been observed that the Input/Output (I/O) communication between internal memory and disk is the bottleneck in such large scale applications. This has led to the design of algorithms that minimize I/O communication. Such algorithms are called I/O-e cient algorithms Let P be a set of N points in R d . In this paper, we describe an I/O e cient algorithm for computing the well-separated pair decomposition of P. Using the well-separated pair decomposition, we develop I/O e cient algorithms to solve several point-set problems. The well-separated pair decomposition(WSPD) data structure, introduced by Callahan and Kosaraju 2], consists of a binary tree T, called the fair split tree, whose leaves are the points in P, with internal nodes representing the subsets of points within the subtree, and a list of \well-separated" pairs of subsets of P, each of which is a node in T. Intuitively a pair fA; Bg is well separated, if the distance between A and B is signi cantly greater than the distance between any two points within A or B. Using the WSPD, fast internal memory algorithms for solving all K-nearest neighbor, dynamic closest pair, Euclidean minimum spanning tree and geometric spanner problem in higher dimensions 4, 3] have been developed.
Results
We present external memory algorithms for the following problems. 
Outline of the algorithm
The algorithm to compute the WSPD is based on the optimal parallel algorithm given by Callahan and Kosaraju 1]. The algorithm has two phases.
1. Compute the fair split tree: The bounding box of P is divided into N 1? slabs along each dimension, such that each slab contains N points. The fair split at each node of the fair split tree is de ned in terms of the slab boundaries. This bounds the number of possible fair splits (and thus regions associated with a node) We construct a huge graph G where the vertices of G correspond to the various possible regions that could be obtained and the edges of G corresponds to (restricted) fair splits that split a region in two. The fair split tree is an subgraph of G. In fact the fair split tree is the induced subgraph of vertices accessible from the initial region(bounding box of P). The fair split tree can be extracted from G, I/O e ciently, using Euler tour techniques.
2. Computing the well seperated pair decomposition: The main idea is to compute for each node v in the fair split tree T, all nodes in T that would pair up with v. The main problem is that the T can be unbalanced and so we cannot a ord to search in T. We construct a balanced decomposition tree T 0 and search in T 0 for all the nodes v 2 T simultaneously(in a batch).
